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KoshieO Fashion For Woman: Keep it Bold, Keep it African 
 

Inspired by the colorful background and heritage and bringing life to the mixture of ethnic and 

contemporary is what KoshieO does. Our clothes are a symbol of the amalgamated culture of 

the western and the ethnic African culture. The vibrant colors and bold patterns of our clothes 

depict the western side of fashion. The exclusive trims and silk cloth is the symbol of the 

ethnicity of   Africa. 

 

Women’s Fashion Print Clothing KoshieO spends about weeks to develop these ethnic beauties 

for you. With detailed craftsmanship and the love for African fashion is what brings to you the 

trendy and comfortable fit.  Focusing on simple but obvious detail of each one in the collection.  

 

Blouse 

Made with cotton, our most authentic African designs, both the "Masai" Print Silk fabric 

collection and this "Kente" Bow chiffon top is an exception. We are very excited to introduce a 

new fabric to our collection. "Adinkra" Paisley blouse fabric collection speaks royalty.   

The practicality of a breathable chiffon top during hot summer months is what is appreciated 

the most. You will find yourself wearing this Ankara blouse on repeat on many of your summer 

trips in those countless 80-plus degree weather!. Playoff the colors of the Ankara top by 

choosing a super stylish, loose fit blouse. 

KoshieO guarantees African attires that are bold, evocative, and eye-catching. Which exudes 

luxury African print fashion. The Chic Bow blouse is proof of what Koshie O clothing has to 

offer. Change your fashion sense with our high quality, royalty speaking clothes. 

Scarves  

 

Stand out with this African fashion neck wrap. Made from imported 100% premium African 

cotton fabric Our scarves are easy to tie and large enough for any style. A nicely done head 

wrap is an affordable fashion statement that will make you feel and look beautiful and a classy 

way of transforming any outfit into African or ethnic wear. You can wear your neck wrap with 

any outfit, from jeans and a T-shirt to a cocktail dress. These are African prints designs printed 

in silk fabrics. They flow easily and they are good for birthday gifts, Christmas gifts and gifts for 

many occasions. High-quality Ankara Fashion inspired Scarves by independent artists and 

designers from around the world.  
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KoshieO is foreseeing their process towards being the trend generating brand of of Africa. Our 

motto is also to promote women empowerment for African wives, aunties, daughters, nieces, 

and granddaughters. KoshieO a Women's Clothing African brand, is not to be taken as a 

pseudo-feminist preacher. We also design clothes for African men. In fact, most of the 

collection comprises men’s fashion itself. Our cloth design for men is equally attractive and bold 

as the designs for women are. Feel free to explore our new collection of accessories for him and 

her and experience a change in the way people perceive you. Get your wardrobe a hit of 

KoshieO with the spice of ethnicity and western culture.    

 

Read more: Best Summer Fashion Designer Shirt Collection For Men 
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